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Abstract 

 Recently more attention has been paid to the growth of organic nonlinear optical single crystals due to their high nonlinear 

optical efficiency comparable to that of inorganic counterparts. An organic single crystal piperine was grown by slow evaporation 

solution growth technique (SEST) and vertical Bridgman technique (VBT). Single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements were 

carried out on both SEST and VBT grown piperine single crystals.  The third order nonlinear optical properties like non-linear 

absorption coefficient (β), non-linear refractive index (n2) and susceptibility [χ(3)] of  crystal were studied  using the Z-scan 

technique. Z- Scan measurements are carried out on SEST and VBT grown piperine single crystals and their results are compared. 
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1. Introduction 

 In the last few decades, the search for new nonlinear optical (NLO) materials has been increased because of their potential 

application in optical modulation, Third harmonic generation (THG) [1], optical signal processing, optical switching [2] and optical 

data storage devices [3].  The basic structure of the organic NLO materials is based on the π bond system [4]. Due to the overlap of 

π orbitals, delocalization of electronic charge distribution leads to a high mobility of electron density. The other advantages of 

organic material over inorganic material are the scope for altering the properties by functional substitutions, high degree of 

nonlinearity, and high damage resistance [5].  Because of the large nonlinearities and the optical threshold of organic materials, a 

wide range of such materials have been found by many researchers. Since the growth methods are quite different, the crystals grown 

by these methods may have different crystalline perfection, which may lead to some differences in their physical properties. In the 

present communication, we have reported the comparative analysis of the crystals grown by both these techniques by employing. .  

Piperine is one such non-hygroscopic organic material. The molecular formula is C17H19NO3.  Piperine (PPN) single crystals have 

been successfully grown by slow evaporation solution growth technique (SEST) [6] using methanol as the solvent. From the analysis 

of the thermal behaviour of piperine, it is observed that there is no decomposition before melting. It is decided to grow these crystals 

by vertical Bridgman technique (VBT) [7].  Since the growth methods are quite different, the crystals grown by these methods may 

have different crystalline perfection, which may lead to some differences in their physical properties. 

 

2. Crystal Growth Experimental 

2.1 Slow Evaporation Solution Growth Technique (SEST) 

 Commercially available piperine (98 % purity, molecular weight – 285.3, melting point -138o C) powder was purified by 

repeated recrystallization process using methanol as the solvent. The recrystallised material was used for the bulk growth of crystals. 

The solubility was tested in methanol, acetone, water and toluene. It was found that the piperine is highly soluble in methanol. The 

bulk single crystal was harvested from mother solution after 20 days. Figure 1(b) shows the solution grown piperine single crystals 

using methanol solvent. 
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Fig: 1. (a) VBT single Crystal (b) SEST single crystal 

 

2.2 Vertical Bridgman Technique (VBT) 

 

 Bulk single crystals of piperine have been successfully grown by the Bridgman technique using a glass ampoule under vacuum.  

The ampoule with sharp conical tip was preferred for the growth of single crystals of piperine so that the tip acts as a point of 

initiation for material solidification and also controls the further growth of the crystal. Single wall ampoule was used for the growth.  

The growth ampoule was well degreased with ethanol and kept in the hot air oven for two days. The two zone resistive heating 

alumina furnace was used for the growth. The glass ampoule was loaded with piperine powder and evacuated to 10-6 torr and then 

sealed carefully. The ampoule translation speed inside the furnace was 1mm/h.  During the post growth, the furnace was cooled to 

room temperature at the cooling rate of 1oC/h. The grown crystal was detached from the ampoule using diamond wheel cutter.  A 

transparent single crystal was harvested after 15 days. The as grown piperine single crystal inside the ampoule is shown in Figure 

1(a).  

 

3. Z-scan measurements  

        The single beam Z-scan is a well known technique for measuring an absolute magnitude of the nonlinear refraction coefficient 

of the investigated compound. The Z-scan technique depends on the distortions generated in the spatial and temporal profile of the 

input beam that passes through the sample. The third order nonlinear refractive index n2 and nonlinear absorption coefficient β of 

SEST and VBT grown PPN single crystal were evaluated by the measurements of Z-scan using He–Ne laser beam with wavelength 

632.8 nm and beam diameter of 0.5 mm respectively. 

 

Fig. 2(a) open aperture of SEST PPN 
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(b) Open aperture of VBT PPN . 

 

 The input laser beam was converted into Gaussian form by focusing the laser beam with the Gaussian filter. The Gaussian 

beam TEM00 mode was allowed to pass through the convex lens (focal length of 30 mm) and the focal length of the convex lens 

vary depends on the incident Gaussian beam. At the focal length of 12.05 mm, the diameter of the Gaussian beam waist ω0. 

 In order to vary the incident intensity falling on the sample, the sample crystal was passed from the +Z to – Z axial direction 

by using stepper motor. The digital power metre (Field master GS-coherent) was used to measure the transmittance intensity of the 

sample. By using open and closed aperture Z-scan measurement methods, the non-linear absorption and non-linear refraction 

quantity of the SEST and VBT grown PPN crystal was measured with the strict focusing geometry and it is shown Fig 2(a, b) and 

3(a, b). The refracted laser beam was entirely absorbed by the detector in the open aperture method. Based on the diameter of the 

laser beam, the size of the aperture is reduced in the closed aperture method. When the input intensity through the far field aperture 

increases, the transmittance with low-beam divergence also increases, which is a vital property for optical limiting applications. 

 

Fig.3 (a) Self-focusing effect of SEST PPN crystal in closed aperture 

 

 Fig 2(a) shows the open aperture Z-scan curves, which reveals an increase in the input intensity with the decrease in 

transmission. The curve also indicates the presence of reverse saturable absorption (RSA) (excited state absorption) with a positive 

non-linear absorption coefficient. The RSA property of the crystal material leads to optical limiting applications [8]. The absorption 

of the molecules in the excited state is comparatively high than in the ground state, which is termed as Reverse saturable absorption 

(RSA) [9].  
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(b) Self-defocusing effect of VBT PPN crystal in closed aperture 

 Fig .2(b) shows the absence of reverse saturation absorption (RSA) with the enhanced transmission towards the focal point 

which was identified through the open aperture scan method. It also demonstrates the strong saturation of absorption (SA) process. 

It is an obligatory parameter of a material which is useful for the laser applications such as laser pulse compression, laser pulse 

narrowing, and optical switching applications [10-12].  

 Fig. 3 (a) shows the valley followed peak configuration by the closed aperture method. The title crystal possesses a positive 

sign of third-order non-linear refractive index which was clearly suggested from the valley and peak configurations and also reveals 

the self-focusing effect.  

 

Table-1 SEST PPN and VBT single crystal measurement details of Z-scan experiment 

Measurement details of Z-Scan experiment SEST VBT 

Laser beam wavelength (λ) 632.8 nm 632.8 nm 

Focal length of lens 30 mm 30 mm 

Optical path length 75 cm 75 cm 

Beam radius of the aperture (wa) 3.5 mm 3.5 mm 

Aperture radius (ra) 2 mm 2 mm 

Sample thickness (L) 0.50 mm 0.50 mm 

Beam radius (Wo) 6.03X 10-6 6.03X 10-6 

Effective thickness (Leff) 0.4940 33 mm 0.4940 33 mm 

Linear absorption coefficient (α) 0.125399962 0.125399962 

Linear transmittance (S) 0.15 0.15 

Nonlinear refractive index (n2) 1.01 X 10-11 m2/W 1.43 X 10-11 m2/W 

Nonlinear absorption coefficient (β)                                                           5.97 X 10-5 m/W 8.11 X 10-5 m/W 

Real part of third order susceptibility [Re (χ3)]      7.0295 X 10-6esu 9.682 X 10-6esu 

Imaginary part of third order susceptibility [Im (χ3)]                                  2.09201 X 10-6esu 2.76024 X 10-6esu 

Third order nonlinear susceptibility (χ3)                                                     7.33421 X 10-6esu 1.00678X 10-5esu 

 

 Fig.3 (b) shows the closed aperture trace with a peak followed by a valley. It indicates the negative non-linear refraction of the 

sample crystal which leads to self-defocusing effect [13]. The local variation of the refractive index in terms of temperature is 

depends on the self-defocusing effect of the material. The self-defocusing effect of the crystal is a crucial feature in the applications 

such as night vision devices in order to protect the optical sensors [14, 15]. 
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 Table 1shows the experimental details and results of the Z-scan technique for PPN crystal grown by using SEST and VBT. 

From the above analysis, it was concluded that the PPN crystal grown from melt-grown technique reveals high value when compared 

to the other crystals. 

  

4. CONCLUSION 

 Piperine single crystals are grown using slow evaporation solution growth technique and Vertical Bridgman Technique. 

piperine crystallises in a monoclinic system. The third order nonlinear susceptibility of VBT grown piperine crystal is higher than 

SEST grown piperine single crystal. 
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